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Raising Awareness of Ovarian Cancer at the Jersey Shore
Submitted by Fran Goldenberg

 
       Janice Carey, a teacher, wife and mother is an exceptional person that has spearheaded efforts to raise
awareness and research funds for ovarian cancer. Janice joined forces with the Kaleidoscope of Hope
Foundation, a New Jersey 501c3, several years ago by participating in their walks in a big way. She brought
friends and family to their annual walks in Morristown, raised tons of money for the cause, and spread the
word wherever she went. However, this was NOT enough for Janice.
 
       Moved by the loss of her dear friend, Val Foley, to ovarian cancer, Janice was not content just to help the
efforts in North Jersey. Val and her friends were Jersey Shore gals, and Janice knew in her heart that the best
way to honor Val’s memory was to bring the fundraising efforts to the Jersey Shore. In September 2007, The
1st Annual Kaleidoscope of Hope Foundation Walk took place in Avon-by-the-Sea and raised over $62,000.
Janice and the Friends of Val Foley group worked endlessly to make this walk happen, and are responsible for
the tremendous success of the walk.
 
        Janice has also worked for awareness of this dreaded disease by enlisting the shore towns’ participation in
the Teal Ribbon campaign, getting mayors proclamations recognizing September as National Ovarian Cancer
Awareness Month and painting the towns teal.  She does all this with so much energy and enthusiasm, while
working full time and caring for her family.
 
         The Kaleidoscope of Hope Foundation, created in 2000, by three ovarian cancer survivors -- Gail
MacNeil, Lois Myers, and Patty Stewart – who decided to turn their experiences with ovarian cancer into
activism. Their passion is understandable; Janice’s passion is refreshingly unique.
 
         Janice takes activism to a completely new level in honor of Val Foley, and gives new meaning to the
word “friend.” Where other friends might have grieved and moved on, Janice is now the Jersey Shore Chair for
the foundation’s Turn the Towns Teal Campaign, and is preparing for the 3rd Annual Avon Kaleidoscope of
Hope Walk on September 26, 2009, where her efforts are expected to raise even more than previous years.
 
 
Editors Note:  For more information about the Kaleidoscope of Hope Foundation and the walk in Avon by the
Sea on September 26th visit www.kohnj.org.
 

 
Michele Gannon:  Giving Women with Cancer a Place

to Heal Mind, Body & Spirit
Submitted by Bettina Edwards

 
       It all started with a dream.  Mary’s Place by the Sea.  A place where women can go to rejuvenate, during
and after treatments they are going through with cancer, whether it is chemo or radiation.  Michele Gannon felt
there was a desperate need for a place such as this and when she contacted various organizations and doctors,
they fully agreed.
Michele Gannon has a huge heart.  We are both involved in a business that teaches us to give back, to make a

difference in the lives of others and she has started something incredible with Mary’s Place. 

http://www.kohnj.org/
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difference in the lives of others and she has started something incredible with Mary’s Place. 
 
       Having three children herself, and knowing how busy her life is, she couldn’t imagine how a mother
diagnosed with cancer could care for her family on a daily basis while going through treatments.  She wanted
to create a peaceful place where they could alleviate stress, surrounded by women in the same situation, where
they could be cared for in mind, body and spirit.  Michele strongly believes that is the key to healing faster and
beating their disease.
 
       She was drawn to Ocean Grove.  The calmness of the surroundings there, with a view of the ocean
seemed the perfect place for the first cancer center.  The center has private rooms with ocean views and
televisions.  Women are invited to come there and spend a few hours, or spend the night.  Sometimes you just
need somewhere to get away after treatment and rest.  Mary’s Place also offers, Reiki therapy, guided
meditation, in-room spa services to name a few.  
 
       Mary’s Place by the Sea operates on donations and is always seeking volunteers to assist.  Michele has
had incredible support in this regard and her vision is to have a center built in every major US city by 2020. 
The Ocean Grove location is temporary as plans are in the works to build a 30 bedroom facility.  Michele sees
the need for centers like this where woman can focus on getting well and gaining strength to win the battle
with cancer.
       I encourage you to visit the website, www.marysplacebythesea.org, and make a donation.  We have all
known someone battling this disease.  Michele knows it takes many hands to build a foundation such as this
and is always looking for volunteers.  Use your special gifts to make a difference in someone’s life!

http://www.marysplacebythesea.org/

